CHOOSE A ROTARY AUTHORIZED INSTALLER AND GET THESE GUARANTEES:

WARRANTY
Lifts installed by a RAI get a second year of parts warranty absolutely free! Three additional years of parts warranty can then also be purchased for a total of five years full parts warranty*!

INSTALLATION GUARANTEE
RAIs warrant their supplied materials and labor against faulty material and workmanship for one full year on new installations. Many even offer 24-hour emergency service.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
RAIs are the only companies authorized to perform warranty work on Rotary Lifts.

INSURANCE
RAIs are fully covered with both general liability and completed product and operations liability insurance. This means you’re protected, even after our RAI leaves your shop.

RAI-ONLY PRODUCTS
Rotary’s Shockwave™equipped, Smartlift®, parallelogram and MOD products can be installed only by an RAI. It only makes sense that the highest quality, highest technology designed products should be installed to the exact highest standards of an RAI.

PARTS
For initial installation and later service, RAIs carry the most common parts and only use Genuine Rotary Parts to ensure peak performance of your lift.

ON-SITE TRAINING
RAIs provide training for your technicians as part of the installation package.

INFORMATION
Service and Installation bulletins keep RAIs current on the full Rotary product line. In addition, RAIs have 24-hour access to technical information via the internet and can request detailed assistance from Rotary’s Customer Service department.

TRAINING
All RAIs receive comprehensive factory training. They also maintain their proficiency by attending ongoing training on existing and new products.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
RAIs are equipped with the right tools and equipment to make sure the installation is right the first time and minimizes disruption to your shop.

INSPECTIONS
Many RAIs are certified to inspect lifts by the Automotive Lift Institute and can conduct periodic lift inspections upon request or on a regularly scheduled basis.
2 or 5
YOU DECIDE!

Rotary’s Extended Warranty Program*

Your new Rotary lift comes from the factory with a standard one-year, full coverage parts and labor warranty absolutely FREE! When you choose a Rotary Authorized Installer for your lift, you automatically qualify for a second year of parts warranty at no additional charge. Just register your lift online with Rotary, and your parts will be covered for two full years.

And, when installed by a Rotary Authorized Installer, your lift qualifies for an additional three years of parts warranty, which can be purchased to give you a total of 5 years full parts warranty!

Your Rotary Authorized Installer will discuss your needs with you to ensure maximum value from your lift investment. Registering your lift is as simple as logging onto Rotary’s Web site and answering a few questions. www.rotarylift.com

*For details see complete warranty statement.